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Eager to learn and willing to prove value to the company time after time. Years of
leadership experience along with being able to be a great team member. a strong
work ethic and focus on being as efficient as possible in my tasks, which will make a
good asset for your company.

EXPERIENCE
Chemical Specialist III
US ARMY - AUGUST 2012 – 2020
 Keep up with chemical cage, gas masks, and run all chemical
equipment for the unit as the only one at unit with my MOS
Accomplishments.
 Reviewed and Ordered inventory of Lab supplies Attend drill exercises
one weekend per month and create personnel files for new soldiers
Assisted in .
 Managed, maintained and supervised over 1 million dollars worth of
military equipment.
 Trained over 400 soldiers in CRBN and HAZMAT materials, also
supervised and trained over 300 soldiers in hand to hand combat and
combativeness.
 Army achievement medal Good conduct medal Certificate of
achievement Global war on terrorism National defense service ribbon.
 Managed 30 people and trained over 250 soldier in chemical defense
operations Select to perform the duties of a higher rank to maintained
stock.
 Perform chemical defense Driver- drove the platoon sergeant and
lieutenant on mission to insure there safety Completed intensive
chemical defense.

Chemical Specialist

Delta Corporation - 2010 – 2012







Proactively seek opportunities to come up with innovative solutions to
cater challenging business problems through creative application of
modeling and simulation.
Build experimentally verified mathematical models for a variety of
chemical/biological API/drug product processes and associated
process equipment.
Provide deeper understanding of process/product performance using
appropriate modeling and simulation tools.
Harness power of mathematical modeling to come up with innovative
process and/or equipment designs in a strongly collaborative
environment involving chemists/ pharmacists/biologists/engineers.
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Exhibit a strong motivation to implement and advance various
modeling technologies across AbbVie.
Procure and deploy pertinent modeling technologies and
computational hardware.
This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.

EDUCATION


SAP (MM, PP, WM) In Class Academy - 2014(Chicago, IL)

SKILLS
Hard Worker, Fast learner, Fast Learner fork lift operator Communication Inventory
Management Attention to Detail Problem Solving .
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